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The Islands
by Emily Brugman

In the mid-1950s, a small group of Finnish migrants set up camp on Little Rat,
a tiny island in an archipelago off the coast of Western Australia. The
crayfishing industry is in its infancy, and the islands, haunted though they are
by past shipwrecks, possess an indefinable allure. Drawn here by tragedy,
Onni Saari is soon hooked by the stark beauty of the landscape and the
slivers of jutting coral onto which the crayfishers build their precarious huts.
Could these reefs, teeming with the elusive and lucrative cray, hold the key to
a good life? 

The Paris Apartment
by Lucy Foley

Welcome to No.12 rue des Amants. A beautiful old apartment block, far from
the glittering lights of the Eiffel Tower and the bustling banks of the Seine.
Where nothing goes unseen, and everyone has a story to unlock. The
watchful concierge. The scorned lover. The prying journalist. The naïve
student. The unwanted guest. There was a murder here last night. A mystery
lies behind the door of apartment three. Who holds the key?

The Trivia Night
by Ali Lowe

From the outside the parents of the kindergarten class at Darley Heights
primary school seem to have it all. Living in the wealthy Sydney suburbs, it's
a community where everyone knows each other - and secrets don't stay
secret for long. The big date in the calendar is the school's annual fundraising
trivia night, but when the evening gets raucously out of hand, talk turns to
partner-swapping. Initially scandalised, it's not long before a group of parents
make a reckless one-night-only pact. But in the harsh light of day, those
involved must face the fallout of their behaviour. As they begin to navigate the
shady aftermath of their wild night, the truth threatens to rip their perfect lives
apart - and revenge turns fatal.
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Age of Ash
by Daniel Abraham

Kithamar is a center of trade and wealth, an ancient city with a long, bloody
history where countless thousands live and their stories unfold. This is Alys's.
When her brother is murdered, a petty thief from the slums of Longhill sets
out to discover who killed him and why. But the more she discovers about
him, the more she learns about herself, and the truths she finds are more
dangerous than knives. Swept up in an intrigue as deep as the roots of
Kithamar, where the secrets of the lowest born can sometimes topple
thrones, the story Alys chooses will have the power to change everything.

The Last Resort
by Andrew Lipstein

 Caleb Horowitz is twenty-seven, and his wildest dreams are about to come
true. His manuscript has caught the attention of the literary agent, who offers
him fame, fortune and a taste of the literary life. He can't wait for his book to
be shopped around to every editor in New York, except one: Avi Dietsch, a
college rival and the novel's 'inspiration.' When Avi gets his hands on the
manuscript, he sees nothing but theft - and opportunity. And so Caleb is
forced to make a Faustian bargain, one that tests his theories of success,
ambition and the limits of art.

The Mother
by Jane Caro

Recently widowed, Miriam Duffy is a respectable North Shore real estate
agent and devoted mother and grandmother. She was thrilled when her
younger daughter Ally married her true love, but as time goes by Miriam
wonders whether all is well with Ally, as she moves to the country and
gradually withdraws, finding excuses every time Miriam offers to visit. Their
relationship has always had its ups and downs, and Miriam tries to give her
daughter the distance she so clearly wants. But is all as it seems? When the
truth of her daughter's situation is revealed, Miriam watches in disbelief as
Ally and her children find themselves increasingly vulnerable and cut off from
the world.
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Banjawarn
by Josh Kemp

Garreth Hoyle is a true crime writer whose destructive love affair with
hallucinogenic drugs has sent him searching for ghosts in the unforgiving
mallee desert of Western Australia. Heading north through Kalgoorlie, he
attempts to score off old friends from his shearing days on Banjawarn Station.
His journey takes an unexpected detour when he discovers an abandoned
ten-year-old girl and decides to return her to her estranged father in Leonora,
instead of alerting authorities. Together they begin the road trip from hell
through the scorched heart of the state’s northern goldfields.

Lily Harford's Last Request
by Joanna Buckley

Knowing she is sliding into dementia, Lily Harford is ready to give up her life...
but can she persuade someone to commit the illegal act of taking it from her?
Lily has lived a joyful, independent life in a seaside town in Queensland,
running her own business and raising a daughter as a single mother at a time
when few women did so. Now health and circumstance have pushed her into
a nursing home, and her memory is failing, although events of the past
remain fresh. Like pulling back the layers of a Russian doll, Lily recalls the
former selves - mother, professional woman, lover, daughter - who still exist
inside her.

The Cane
by Maryrose Cuskelly

Quala, a North Queensland sugar town, the 1970s. Barbara McClymont
walks the cane fields searching for Janet, her sixteen-year-old daughter, who
has been missing for weeks. The police have no leads. The people of Quala
are divided by dread and distrust. But the sugar crush is underway and the
cane must be burned. Meanwhile, children dream of a malevolent presence,
a schoolteacher yearns to escape, and history keeps returning to remind
Quala that the past is always present. As the smoke rises and tensions come
to a head, the dark heart of Quala will be revealed, affecting the lives of all
those who dwell beyond the cane.
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The Sorrow Stone
by Kari Gislason

After committing an audacious act of revenge for her brother’s murder, Disa
flees with her son through the fjords of Iceland. She has already endured the
death of her loved ones. Now she must run to save her son, and her honour.
In a society where betrayals and revenge killings are rife, all Disa has is her
pride and her courage. Will it be enough for her and her son to escape
retribution?

Those Who Perish
by Emma Viskic

Deaf PI Caleb Zelic has always been an outsider, estranged from family and
friends. But when he receives a message that his brother, Anton, is in danger,
Caleb sees it as a chance at redemption. He tracks Anton down to a small,
wind-punished island, where secrets run deep and resentments deeper.
When a sniper starts terrorising the isolated community, the brothers must
rely on each other like never before. But trust comes at a deadly price…

The Very Last Visit of Vivian Walker
by Megan Albany

Vivian Walker's life is exceptionally ordinary. Average husband, check.
Darling son, check. Refrigerator in a state of permanent disarray, check.
Everything is thoroughly and frustratingly routine, even being terminally ill.
After receiving her diagnosis, Viv's family won't let her lift a finger . . . for at
least a week. But once the novelty wears off, she's lucky to get a cup of tea
for her trouble. In preparation for D-day, self-professed control freak Viv has
made a list of essential things to do, such as decluttering the playroom and
preparing her taxes. She doesn't expect to become spiritually enlightened or
have any outlandish last-minute successes. All she wants is to finish her
unfinished business.
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Hovering
by Rhett Davis

Alice stands outside her family's 1950s red brick veneer, unsure if she should
approach. It has been sixteen years, but it's clear she is out of options. Lydia
opens the door to a familiar stranger - thirty-nine, tall, bony, pale. She knows
her sister immediately. But something isn't right. Meanwhile her son, George,
is upstairs, still refusing to speak, and lost in a virtual world of his own design.
Nothing is as it was, and while the sisters' resentments flare, it seems that the
city too is agitated. People wake up to streets that have rearranged
themselves, in houses that have moved to different parts of town. 

The Interview
by C. M. Ewan

It’s 5 p.m. on a Friday. You have been called to an interview for your dream
job. In a stunning office thirteen floors above the city below, you are all alone
with the man interviewing you. Everyone else has gone home for the
weekend. The interview gets more and more disturbing. You’re feeling
scared. Your only way out is to answer a seemingly impossible question. If
you can’t . . . what happens next?

The Gilded Years
by Karin Tanabe

Since childhood, Anita Hemmings has longed to attend the country’s most
exclusive school for women, Vassar College. Now, a bright, beautiful senior in
the class of 1897, she is hiding a secret that would have banned her from
admission: Anita is the only African-American student ever to attend Vassar.
With her olive complexion and dark hair, she has successfully passed as
white, but now finds herself rooming with Lottie Taylor, an heiress of one of
New York’s most prominent families. Though Anita has kept herself at a
distance from her classmates, Lottie’s sphere of influence is inescapable, her
energy irresistible, and the two become fast friends. 
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When retired heart surgeon Ben Givens learns

that he has terminal cancer, he takes his

beloved dog back to his boyhood home in

Eastern Washington, determined to end his

life on his own terms. 

Squid Game:
Season 1

The French
Dispatch

Encanto Eternals

Never Gonna
Snow Again

I'm Your Man The Last Duel The Big Hit

East of the Mountains
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Latest Release Bestsellers
The Foot Soldiers
by Gerald Seymour

Defectors are not always welcome. Is the information they bring worth the
cost of protecting them for the rest of their lives? Is it even genuine? Might
they be double agents? These are some of the questions facing MI6 when a
Russian agent hands himself in to them in Denmark. As a team begins to
assess his value, his former employers in the Kremlin develop a brutal plan to
show that no defector will ever be safe. And they know where to find him.
Which means there must be a mole in MI6.

Give Unto Others
by Donna Leon

Once again, Commissario Guido Brunetti is willing to bend police rules for an
acquaintance, even though Elisabetta Foscarini, the woman who asks the
favour, is not really a friend. But her mother was good to Brunetti's, so he
feels he has no choice but to repay the debt and agrees to look into the
matter 'privately', rather than as a police official. Her son-in-law has alarmed
his wife by telling her they might be in danger because of something he's
involved with.

A Family of Strangers
by Fiona Lowe

With a coveted promotion dangling within reach, the last thing Addy Topic
needs to do is waste precious time singing in Rookery Cove's choir. But when
she's reminded how much music meant to her late mother, she can't say no.
The building pressure raises the ghosts that sent her running from Rookery
Cove years earlier - memories she's spent decades hiding from, silencing
them with work, alcohol and sex. For Stephanie Gallagher, Rookery Cove
was meant to be a new beginning in the slow lane. A place where she and
her husband can embrace community, parenthood and evenly share the load.
But the sea-change is changing everything. How much longer can they
survive as a family?
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The Match
by Harlan Coben

In this gripping new thriller from the No 1 Sunday Times bestselling author
and creator of The Stranger, Wilde follows a tip that he hopes will finally solve
the mystery of his abandonment, but instead sends him straight into the arms
of a serial killer. As a young child, Wilde was found living a feral existence in
the Ramapo mountains of New Jersey. He has grown up knowing nothing of
his family, and even less about his own identity. He is known simply as Wilde,
the boy from the woods.

The Last Station
by Nicole Alexander

In nineteenth-century New South Wales, the name Dalhunty stood for
prosperity and prestige. The family’s vast station was home to more than 80
people, and each year their premium wool was shipped down the bustling
Darling River to be sold in South Australia. Yet, just decades later, Dalhunty
Station is on the brink of ruin . . . In the summer of 1909, eccentric Benjamin
Dalhunty and his son Julian anxiously await the arrival of the Lady Matilda,
the first paddle-steamer to navigate the river in more than two years. It will
transport their very last wool clip to market.

Run Rose Run
by Dolly Parton and James Patterson

From America's most beloved superstar and its greatest storyteller - a thriller
about a young singer-songwriter on the rise and on the run, and determined
to do whatever it takes to survive. Find a future. Lose a past. She's a star on
the rise, singing about the hard life behind her. She's also on the run.
Nashville is where she's come to claim her destiny. It's also where the
darkness she's fled might find her. And destroy her . . .
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Mothers and Daughters
by Erica James

A sweeping family drama of old secrets and new beginnings from the Sunday
Times bestselling author Erica James… Since the sudden death of her
husband, Naomi has steadily rebuilt the life they shared in the village of
Tilsham by the sea. Her eldest daughter, Martha, is sensible and determined
– just like her father was – and very much in control of where her life is going.
If she could just get pregnant with her husband, life would be perfect. Willow,
the youngest, was always more sunny and easy-going, yet drifted through
life, much to her father’s frustration. But now, with charming new boyfriend,
Rick, she has a very good reason to settle down. 

The Darkest Place
by Phillip Margolin

Robin Lockwood is an increasingly prominent defense attorney in the
Portland community. A Yale graduate and former MMA fighter, she's
becoming known for her string of innovative and successful defense
strategies. As a favor to a judge, Robin takes on the pro bono defense of a
reprehensible defendant charged with even more reprehensible crimes. But
what she doesn't know-what she can't know-is how this one decision, this one
case, will wreak complete devastation on her life and plans.

The Deepest of Secrets
by Kelley Armstrong

It's not always easy to live in the hidden town of Rockton, something
Detective Casey Duncan knows firsthand. Tucked away in the Yukon
wilderness, the community survives-and thrives-because the residents' many
secrets stay just that-secret. But what happens when these secrets start to
come out? Overnight, no one is safe. It's not a question of if your secret will
come out-but when. Casey and her boyfriend, Sheriff Eric Dalton, need to find
the culprit while protecting those who have been thrust into the spotlight. For
a place built on privacy and new beginnings, Rockton isn't handling these
revelations very well. 
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Macramé Made Easy
by Harumi Kageyama

In this book, Japanese macrame and handicraft guru Harumi Kageyama
presents illustrated step-by-step lessons that introduce you to 28 different
knots and 23 innovative projects, including ornamental, wearable, and useful
items such as: Reusable shopping bags that look chic and cut down on
waste; Knotted handbags and pouches that add a boho touch to any outfit;
An ornamental feather to embellish just about anything; Spiral bracelets that
call back to everyone's favorite friendship bracelets; Covers to transform
glass jars into unique decorative objects for events or home decor and more!

Budget Travel Australia
by Rhyanna Smedley

This fully updated edition includes listings for over 2000 sites across the
country, all of which have been carefully selected and star-rated by the
author. Perfect for road trips and caravan travel, this guide is organised by
highway, with the sites listed in the order they are found on the road, making
it incredibly easy to use. There is also a new regional section at the end of
each state or territory chapter with recommended campsites that are located
off the main highways. 

The Ghost Tattoo
by Tony Bernard

To the outside world, Henry Bernard was a hard-working and beloved family
doctor on Sydney's Northern Beaches. Yet he was also a Holocaust survivor
whose life was profoundly affected by the experiences of his past. He took
extreme steps for his family's security, keeping a rifle near his bedroom and
covering up his family's Jewish origin. He was obsessed with paying off debt -
the German word for debt being the same as the word for 'guilt'. He kept his
striped Auschwitz uniform with a picture of his mother in his wardrobe. These
obsessions helped destroy his marriage and restricted any hope he had of
conventional domestic happiness. 
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The Sustainable Home
by Ida Magntorn

In The Sustainable Home, interiors writer and photographer Ida Magntorn
shows how to create a harmonious, beautiful and functional home that is
sustainable in the long run. Taking inspiration from real homes, and following
the motto reuse, reduce, recycle – Ida shares new ways to think when
decorating – combining low environmental impact with individual style. Room
by room, she offers practical and positive advice to create a greener home.

How to Be a Calm Parent
by Sarah Ockwell-Smith

How many times have you asked yourself 'what's wrong with me? Why can't I
stay calm?'. So many of us would love to follow a gentler, more positive style
of parenting, but we don't think we're cut out for it, because we aren't naturally
calm. We feel that there is something wrong with us, that we're not good
enough. We believe we are failing our children by not controlling our own
emotions adequately. In her trademark gentle, supportive and reassuring
style, bestselling author Sarah Ockwell-Smith shows that while we all lose it
at times, everyone can become a calmer parent.

Air Fryer Essentials: Family Favourites
by Adams Medina

Air Fryer Essentials: Family Favourites teaches you everything you need to
know about this popular appliance, proving that fryers can be used for so
much more than French fries and onion rings. Learn how versatile an air fryer
can be, with more than 170 quick and tasty recipes — including vegetarian
and vegan options — there’s an air-fried meal for every taste, diet and mood.
Whether you’re looking for an easy breakfast dish, a scrumptious snack or a
delicious dinner for the whole family, you can find it in Air Fryer Essentials:
Family Favourites.
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Vegetarian Cookbook for Teens
by Sarah Baker

This cookbook for teens is filled with delicious recipes like Sweet Walnut
Apple Salad and Avocado Chickpea Pasta Bowl that will help teens gain
confidence in the kitchen, regardless of experience, with step-by-step
guidance. From how to create a savory breakfast burrito in five minutes flat,
to how to simmer up a hearty vegetarian chili with your own creative twist,
these delicious creations may even encourage your parents, siblings, and
friends to move to more of a vegetarian lifestyle.

Bob Hawke
by Troy Bramston

This unprecedented biography of Hawke includes an exclusive series of
interviews with him – the last that he gave – as well as unfiltered access to
his extensive trove of personal papers. It features new interviews with more
than 100 people who knew and worked with Hawke, including his family and
friends; political and union colleagues, and rivals; advisers and public
servants; and journalists; along with international contemporaries of Hawke
such as George H.W. Bush, John Major, Brian Mulroney, James Baker and
George Shultz.

Rose
by Suzanne Falkiner

The voyage of Rose de Freycinet, the stowaway who defied the French for
love. In 1814, in the aftermath of the French Revolution, nineteen-year-old
Rose Pinon married handsome naval officer Louis de Freycinet, fifteen years
her senior. Three years later, unable to bear parting from her husband, she
dressed in men's clothing and slipped secretly aboard his ship the day before
it sailed on a voyage of scientific discovery to the South Seas. Living for three
years as the sole female among 120 men, Rose de Freycinet defied not only
bourgeois society's expectations of a woman in 1817, but also a strict
prohibition against women sailing on French naval ships.
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Wendy is reading
Lifespan: Why We Age and Why We Don't Have to by David Sinclair

In Lifespan, Dr. David Sinclair, one of the world's foremost authorities on
genetics and ageing, argues just that. He has dedicated his life's work to
chasing more than a longer lifespan – he wants to enable people to live
longer, healthier, and disease-free well into our hundreds. In this book, he
reveals a bold new theory of ageing, one that pinpoints a root cause of ageing
that lies in an ancient genetic survival circuit. This genetic trick – a circuit
designed to halt reproduction in order to repair damage to the genome –has
enabled earth's early microcosms to survive and evolve into more advanced
organisms. 

Jane is reading
The Man Who Died Twice by Richard Osman

Elizabeth has received a letter from an old colleague, a man with whom she
has a long history. He is being hunted and he needs her help. His story
involves stolen diamonds, a violent mobster, and a very big mistake. As
bodies start piling up, Elizabeth enlists Joyce, Ibrahim and Ron in the hunt for
a killer. And if they find the diamonds too? Well, wouldn't that be a bonus?
But this time they are up against a ruthless murderer who wouldn't bat an
eyelid at knocking off four septuagenarians. Can the Thursday Murder Club
find the killer (and the diamonds) before the killer finds them?

Beck is reading
Costa's World by Costa Georgiadis

Bringing together all of Costa's gardening and sustainability knowledge, this
is a book for the whole family that reflects Costa's philosophy and quirky
sense of fun. Costa's World is a generous, joyous, fully illustrated gardening
book that celebrates the life-changing joy of chooks; kids in the garden; big
ideas for small spaces; Costa's favourite plants; growing the right plants for
your conditions; biodiversity in the soil and garden; the power of community;
the brilliance of bees and pollinators; easy-peasy permaculture; and much,
much more.
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Jessie is reading
The Herd by Emily Edwards

You should never judge how someone chooses to raise their child. Elizabeth
and Bryony are polar opposites but their unexpected friendship has always
worked. They're the best of friends, and godmothers to each other's
daughters - because they trust that the safety of their children is both of their
top priority. But what if their choice could harm your own child? Little do they
know that they differ over one very important issue. And when Bryony, afraid
of being judged, tells what is supposed to be a harmless white lie before a
child's birthday party, the consequences are more catastrophic than either of
them could ever have imagined . . .

Claire is reading
Half Life by Jillian Cantor

Poland, 1891. Marie Curie (then Marya Sklodowska) was engaged to a
budding mathematician, Kazimierz Zorawski. But when his mother insisted
Marya was not good enough, he broke off the engagement. A heartbroken
Marya left Poland for Paris to study chemistry and physics at the Sorbonne.
Marie would go on to change the course of science forever and become the
first woman to win a Nobel Prize. But what if Marie had made a different
choice? What if she had stayed in Poland, married Kazimierz, and never
attended the Sorbonne or discovered radium? 

Tony is reading
Addiction Free Naturally by Brigitte Mars

In this holistic guide to beating addiction, Brigitte Mars details how to replace
negative habits and behaviors with positive healthy ones and safely support
your body, mind, and spirit for a successful recovery. The author shares
specific herbs, supplements, homeopathic remedies, flower essences,
behavioral therapy, and alternative practices, such as meditation and yoga,
that can help liberate you from habitual substance use and ease the
withdrawal period as well as methods for cleansing the body of toxins and
healthy ways to combat depression, anxiety, fatigue, and stress.
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